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UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS
&
MINE DESCRIPTION
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1. General
Nemont Goldcorp’s Red Lake Gold Mines is an underground mining operation located in the
prolific Red Lake gold camp in Northwestern Ontario, Canada.
The operation consists of 3 underground mines, Campbell, Red Lake, and Cochenour with ore
processing plants located at the Campbell and Red Lake Complexes. The Campbell and Red
Lake mines began operations in 1949 and produced 23.6 million ounces to Dec. 2018. The
Cochenour-Willans mine was in operation from 1929-1971 and produced 1.2 million ounces of
gold.
Figure 1 - #3 Shaft Headframe Balmer Complex

Figure 2 - Reid Headframe Campbell Complex

Figure 3 - Cochenour Headframe Cochenour Complex

Mining Methods:

Red Lake Complex
The Red Lake Complex is serviced by #3 Shaft with shaft station accesses at 16, 23,30, 34, 37,
42 and 43 level. The historical Red Lake Complex head frame is set over the #1 Shaft which
extends to a depth of 1,023 m and is currently on care and maintenance.
Mining is carried out using a combination of sub-level long hole stoping, and mechanized
underhand or overhand cut-and-fill techniques, which allow maximum ore extraction while
reducing dilution.
Once mining blocks or lifts are completed, waste rock fill, paste fill, or a combination of both, is
used to fill the open excavation. This not only helps to stabilize the excavation and prevent
unraveling but it also reduces surface storage requirements.
Broken muck is dumped into passes located near the ore zones by trucks and load–haul–dump
(LHD) equipment. Broken rock above 42 level is carried to the shaft by ore and waste passes.
Broken rock below and on 42 level is carried to the shaft by LHD units or trucks. All skipping at
the Red Lake Complex is currently accomplished through #3 Shaft.
Two Boom Jumbo used for Development Mining

Campbell Complex
Access to the underground operations are achieved through the Campbell Shaft with access to
all levels from 1–27, and from the Reid Shaft, with access to levels 7, 9, 11, 14, 17, 21, 23, 27,
30, 33, 36, 39 and the 40 level loading pocket. Below 39 level, a decline is the primary access
for all personnel, equipment and materials.
Above 27 level, a combination of mechanized, rubber-tired diesel equipment and conventional
track haulage is used in mining. Full track haulage facilities exist on all 27 levels. Below 27 level,
all mining is mechanized to provide greater flexibility and productivity. Ramp access is provided
from the 27 to 33 levels and from the 36 to 43 levels.
Sub-level longhole stoping is performed on 15 m sublevel intervals with typical widths of 2.4 m to
6 m and typical strike lengths from 15 m to 21 m. Larger stopes may be mined transversely using
draw points on 15 m intervals. For longhole mining, block spans are minimized, blast size is kept

small and paste fill is placed as required. Ore is hoisted to surface via the Reid Shaft.
6 YRD LHD (Scoop Tram)

Cochenour Complex
The old Cochenour shaft was rehabilitated, slashed, and deepened to 3400 Level with final depth
of 1,116 m. It is now serving as the main access to the old Cochenour Mine and to the new Upper
Cochenour zone. Cochenour achieved commercial production status in April 2019.
Stoping will take place between 1,091 m below surface and 1,680 m below surface. The sublevel
interval will be 26 m. Stopes are mined using a sub-level longhole stoping mining method. The
average stope width is 7.6 m and will contain 9,600 tonnes. Stopes will be backfilled with
consolidated paste backfill and waste rock and cement pastefill once the pastefill line from surface
is completed. Mining will advance in a longitudinally retreating and bottom-up sequence.
Waste and ore were hoisted to surface by the Cochenour Shaft during the pre-production period
and truck-hauled to waste storage and to the Campbell Mill or Red Lake Mills for ore. Ore material
generated during the production period will be transferred to a rock pass for chute loadout into
16-tonne rail cars and hauled via the 5 km haulage drift (5320 Level Haulage Drift) to the Reid
Shaft where it will be hoisted to surface.

Long Section Showing Underground Accesses and Mineralized Zones

Processing Plants:
Red Lake Complex Plant
Process facilities at the Red Lake Complex consist of three separate plants: the crushing plant;
processing plant; and paste fill plant.
The crushing plant is a two-stage process which reduces underground ore from about 30 cm to 1
cm. Underground ore from a coarse ore bin is fed to a jaw crusher and sizing screen. Screen
oversize is crushed in a cone crusher and screen undersize is conveyed into a fine ore bin as
plant feed material.
Unit operations in the processing plant include grinding, gravity concentrating, cyanidation,
carbon-in-pulp (CIP), carbon elution and reactivation, electrowinning, bullion smelting/refining,
cyanide destruction, flotation, and concentrate handling. Coarse gold is recovered from the ore
via the gravity concentrating circuit. A portion of the ground slurry from the ball mill is fed to two
Knelson concentrators which produce a gravity concentrate that is upgraded on a Diester table to
a concentration of approximately 75% gold, and directly smelted into bullion. Bullion is then
shipped to a refinery for later sale into the spot market. The Red Lake Complex processing plant
also employs a typical sulphide flotation circuit generating a bulk sulphide concentrate. This
concentrate is pumped as a slurry to the Campbell Complex for processing in the autoclave.
Campbell Complex Plant
The Campbell Complex mill is designed to treat free-milling and refractory gold ore at a rate of
1,800 t/d.
Conventional crushing and grinding is followed by gravity concentration to recover free milling
gold. Refractory gold, finely disseminated in the arsenopyrite and pyrite matrix, is recovered by
flotation followed by pressure oxidation, neutralization and carbon-in-leach (CIL). This stream
joins the non-refractory flotation tails and is recovered by cyanidation/CIP processing.

1. Location
The Red Lake mining operation is located 180 km north of the town of Dryden, District of
Kenora, northwestern Ontario. The Red Lake area is accessible by Highway 105, which

joins the Trans-Canada Highway at Vermilion Bay, 175 km south and 100 km east of
Kenora, Ontario. Commercial air services operate to Red Lake from Thunder Bay and
Winnipeg.
Mining activities are conducted in and about the Municipality of Red Lake (population
approximately 4,107), which consists of six distinct communities, Red Lake, Balmertown,
Cochenour, Madsen, McKenzie Island, and Starratt-Olsen.

2. Plans / Level Prints

Underground emergency and ventilation plans have been updated as of May 3rd 2019 by the
ventilation and safety department.
Vent prints are updated Yearly or as needed. They are located in the shaft station or just
outside every shaft station.
Example of a typical Vent print outside the Shaft station

3. Air and Water
Compressed Air is supplied through 4 inch pipes held together by vitalic clamps. Down
pipes are set up with a triple header.
Mine Water is supplied through 2 inch steel pipes held together by vitalic clamps. Down
pipes are set up with triple headers every 150 feet according to mine design.

4. Electrical
Electricity is supplied via Campbell and Reid shaft to electrical substation throughout the
underground workings and are identified on Level prints.
5. Ventilation
A total of 1,500,000 cfm of fresh air is supplied to all the underground workings at RLGM
through five (5) down cast shafts namely A3/Reid shaft, A1, A2, RLDC and #3 shaft.
Contaminated air from the underground workings exhaust out of the mine to surface
through seven (7) upcast raises namely F3, F1, Gzone, Bzone, RLUC, #1 shaft and BUC.
Campbell Complex Ventilation
A total of 550, 000 cfm of fresh air is Supplied to the Underground workings at Campbell
through the A3/Reid , A1 and A2 raises. Each of these raises has a main surface fan installed
on top of it to force air down the raise. The fan located on top of the A3 raise only operates
during winter to warm the air.
Used air is exhausted from the mine to surface through the F3, Fzone, Gzone and Bzone
exhaust systems. Each of these raises has a surface fan installed on top it to draw the used
air from the underground workings. In order to direct the airflow to areas where it is
required, booster fans are install on 1900 level, 2100 level, 2700 level and 3000 level to help
the main surface fans.
Campbell mine is divided into three(3) ventilation circuits as follow:
Circuit A: Surface to 27
Circuit B: 27 to 33
Circuit C: Below 33

Circuit A
27 Level-Surface
•

Fresh air supply to this circuit is through the A1,A2 and A3/Reid systems.

•

Some of the fresh air from A1 and A2 system is taken on 1100 level to ventilate
mining blocks from 1100 level down to 1400 level.

•

The rest of the fresh air supply to this circuit is supplied by the A3/Reid system on
2700 level and 3000 level

•

The 27F1 and 27F2 booster fans draws the fresh air from 3000 level and pushes it
up to the working areas above 2700 level

•

The Fzone and Gzone systems exhaust air from this circuit to surface

Circuit B
27-33L
•

Fresh air supply to this circuit is from the A3/Reid system.

•

Fresh air is drawn from 2700 and 3000 Reid shaft stations flows through intake
drifts and ramps to 3300 level

•

The 27F1 and 27F2 booster fans draws some of this air through the working areas
above 3300 level to 2700 level

•

Exhaust air from this circuit is drawn by the 27F1 and 27F2 booster fans and then
transferred to the Fzone and Gzone exhaust system to surface.

Circuit C
36L – to the bottom
•
•
•

Fresh air supply to this circuit is from the A3/Reid downcast system
Fresh air is drawn from 3900 level Reid shaft station.
From 3900 level, the fresh air flows up the ramp to 3600 level supplying fresh air
to working areas between 3600 and 3900 levels.

•

Return air from this circuit is exhausted to 2700 level by 27F3 and 27F4 booster
fans.

•

From 2700 level, the contaminated air flows to surface through F3 upcast system

Ventilation system control
•

RLGM ventilation system is programmed on HMI system to give real time data on
airflow, gas concentrations and fan operations underground

•
•

Shifter are to access the remote screen in their huddle meetings.
They are to ensure fans controlling the ventilation in their area of responsibility are
in operation

•

They are to enure Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Nitrogen Dioxide (NO )
2

concentrations are within the allowable limits before they send anybody
underground.

Refuge Stations :
Refuge stations are located on Level Prints in the Shaft Station. They are constructed with
materials having a one-hour fire resistance rating. Refuge stations contain, basket, stretcher,
blankets, fire extinguisher, first aid kit, eye was station, potable water, portable toilet, clay for
sealing doors, emergency Refuge station procedure in a binder. Level Map and some have
dragger scrubbers.
Refuge Stations are identified by a Green flashing light outside the door, a green reflective
sticker on the door and signage in the drift legible from all directions / route of travel.

Refuge Tentes :

Refuge Tents are mark on Vent Prints. They contain a base radio, compressed airline equipped
with air silencer and first aid kit.

Refuge Station Procedures
•

The first person to reach the refuge station will do the following.

•

Take out the emergency book and follow the instructions.

•

Fill out the check sheet in the book.

•

Seal the refuge station doors if the control group says so or smoke is spotted or
as required.

•

Do not panic, stay calm.

•

Once someone has entered the refuge station, they are not permitted to leave
until the emergency has been resolved.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No one is to stand outside the refuge Station
Keep doors sealed at all times and reseal as required
Stay off the phone, someone will call you
Turn on compressed airline within the hour or advised by the control group.
You should receive a call within 30 minutes from the control group, if not call
Ext 58541 Control Group. DO NOT CALL SECURITY
If the power is out use one cap lamp at a time
Emergency water is available in the refuge stations.
Report any usage of the emergency water
Report any usage of the emergency bathroom facilities
Communicate with caller if you are not on the same level as you are tagged in.

This Check list is to be filled out by the person in charge of the Refuge. 1 st person in
starts the checklist and hands it off to a more competent person as they enter the
refuge. (ex. mine rescuer or supervisor)

6. Fire Procedure
As described in “RLGM Underground Fire Procedure” Updated May 22nd 2018

7. Tools and Supplies
Campbell Warehouse on Surface, Underground Shops and Storages.
Ware house hours
Monday- Friday 5:30 – 16:30
Saturday & Sunday 6:30 – 16:30

8. Communications
Landline phones are installed throughout the mine. Shaft station, shops, refuges,
crusher station and rock breaker booths.
Portable handheld radios operate off the leaky feed system. There is 4 “Mine Response
channels that work on surface and underground. Mine Response #1, #2, #3 and #4. We
also have 1 Public Security Channel which communicates directly to security.
9. Ground support
As described in “RLGM Ground Control Management Plan’’ a hard copy is located in
each cell room, and ‘’Ground Control Minimum Support Requirements’’ procedure
which can be found on conveyor and every heading in a yellow vinyl bag, easily
accessible to reference.
10. Fuel Storage
Reid Shaft
There is a fuel bay located on 30L and 39L. The fuel bay is equipped with a 1200 liter
capacity fuel tank as well as various 5 Gallon containers of oil placed on oil containment
trays. They send the fuel down in 1000 liter portable Fuel cubes. Once on the level they
are moved with the fork lift to the Fuel bay and transferred to the fuel Tank which has a
fire suppression system and an automatic dropdown garage door.

Campbell Shaft
Fuel is delivered by the cage tender in 5 Gallon yellow diesel jerry cans. They are
brought down as needed per shift.

Balmer Shaft
There is a fuel bay located on 42L to provide fuel to the Ramp vehicles
Fuel is delivered by the Cage tender to the Track levels in 5 Gallon yellow diesel jerry
cans as needed per shift

11. Service bay and Shops
There’re multiple shops / garages at RLGM. The main Shop for Balmer is on 42L. The
main shop for Reid is on 39 and there is a second shop on 27 Reid which connects to the
Campbell mine. Campbell’s main service Bay is on 14L. The shop is equipped with
various tools, an overhead crane, welding equipment and several 10lb multipurpose fire
extinguishers.

12. Hoist
Conventional hoist located on surface

13. Shaft
Reid is a Steal and concrete shaft with Timbered guides with a sprinkler system.
Campbell is a timbered Shaft with Sprinklers
Reid is down cast
Campbell is down cast from surface but up cast from 27L
14. Blasting Procedures
Blasting agents and caps are delivered underground via Campbell and Reid Shaft and are
stored in identified powder and cap magazines.
Blasting is initiated at the end of each shift via a central blast system.

15. Hazards and Obstructions
Ventilation interlock doors can be a hazard if not operated properly. Vent doors must be
closed before opening the next vent door, failure to do so will result in an unexpected
movement of doors or materials. Vent Tubing in track drifts can be a hazard due to the
low back. Ore pass and Waste pass on track drifts can be a hazard if the door is left

open. This would create an open hole right beside the track and travel way.

16. History of Gas
There is a history of methane at RLGM. Diamond drillers are known to hit methane
pockets and have a procedure for it. “encountering or suspecting methane procedure”
“UG03 methane gas policy”

17. People working
There is a total of 981 people who work at Newmont Goldcorp RLGM which 400 are U/G
workers . We operate 2 Shifts (D/S & N/S) with 4 crews. There is a 10.5 day shift crew
and 10.5 hour night shift crew which we blast in between both shifts. Locals work a 7 on
7 off rotation and fly in fly out crews are 2 weeks on and 2 weeks off.
Days
6:0016:30

Nights
18:004:30

18. Mine Rescue Personnel
Newmont Goldcorp Mine has 60 active mine rescue volunteers on the emergency
response roster.

19. First Aid Training
All Supervisors and Mine Rescue personnel are mandated to complete first aid training.
The remainder of the workforce is trained on an as-needed basis.

20. Firefighting equipment
Firefighting equipment is stored at the Sub Station at the Red Lake Complex.
The Mine Rescue Sub Station is equipped with

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12x 10lb multipurpose fire extinguishers
2x 30lb Class D fire extinguishers
2 Fire hoses and Nozzle
Low Ex foam Kit
1 Thermal imagine camera
10 pales of high expansion foam
10 pales of low expansion foam
Various tools

2x High Expansion Foam Generating Machines.
•
•

1 Stored at the Reid Headframe
1 stored at the Balmer Complex Headframe

21. First Aid Equipment
First Aid kits are in all refuges and shops Underground. First aid equipment & materials
is located at the Campbell & Balmer Nurses station and the Advanced First Aid kits /
trauma kits are located at the Mine Rescue sub-station, which include an AED as well.
AED’s are also located in every Head frame.

22. Mine Rescue Equipment
Mine Rescue Equipment is stored in the Sub Station, Ambulance and the District Mine
Rescue Van.
The Mine Rescue Sub Station is equipped with
•

Air Lifting Bag Kit with multiple size bags

•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Jumbo cylinders
Reciprocating Saw
Bolt Cutters
12 Full Body Harnesses
10 pales of Soda Lime
Various tools

Newmont Goldcorp Ambulance contents list:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Lifting bag kit (2 small, 2 med, 2 Large)
2 Ked
1 Precut Discharge tube for Foam Generator
1 blue Tarp (10x12)
2 pales of high expansion foam
2 pales of low expansion foam
1 main Rope bag
1 belay Rope bag
3 Emergency blankets (water resistant)
1 Emergency blanket (fleece)
3 towels
1 Tourniquet
2 Speed Splints
1 Femoral Splint
2 Collars
6 Burn Pads
25 Various size Talfa’s, pressure bandages and pads
10 Triangular bandages

Red Lake District Mine Rescue Van Inventory
-

10 - BG 4
2 - Sets of standard equipment
1 - CAREvent
4 - SSR 90 M
2 - Sets of oxygen bottles
1 - Lifting Bag Controls
1 - 22 Ton Lifting Bag
2 - 11 Ton Lifting Bags
1 - AFFF tube, nozzle and educator
1 – Chemguard High Expansion Foam Generator (Trailer)

-

1 – Complete set eDraulic tools, charger, 6 batteries
1 – Haskel Portable oxygen booster pump
1 – Milwaukee Reciprocating Saw
1 – Enerpac Bolt Cutter
1 – High Angle Rope Rescue Kit
1 - Thermal Imaging Camera
10 - Pails Soda Lime
1 – partridge in a pear-tree

23. Mine Transportation
Transportation of personnel throughout the mine workings Varies depending on the
level. On Ramp levels we use Kubota Mine Master RTV’s and Toyota Utility vehicles on
Track levels we have either Atlas, Balco, clayton, Mancha or Warren Locomotives.

